CAPTURE MOBILE CAMERA APP
NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF WHAT HAPPENED

Is Your Team Ready To Make The Case? Cases can evolve in a matter of minutes. Your team’s
success at catching criminals is dependent on being able to secure the proof that puts them behind
bars, no matter where it is. So why put up with the delay of getting crime scene detectives on site
when time is of the essence? Instead, expand your ability to capture law-enforcement-grade digital
evidence with the simplicity of a smartphone, with the Capture App.
EQUIP EVERYONE TO INVESTIGATE
Rather than risk evidence being lost, capture images, video and
audio with a simple to use smartphone application that makes
preserving proof in the field easy.

STAY ON THE STREETS, NOT IN THE STATION
Keep the burden of management to a minimum with metadata
automatically added to evidence and on-device tagging.
Content is then uploaded to CommandCentral Vault for easy,
immediate use.

KEEP THE EVIDENCE SAFE
All evidentiary data is isolated from personal data making it
inaccessible for tampering by other apps. Chain of custody is
also established at the moment of capture so you never need to
subpoena devices.
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KEY FEATURES

LEVERAGE A DIGITAL EVIDENCE ECOSYSTEM

Robust Multimedia Evidence Capture
Take pictures and record video and audio, all in non-proprietary
formats, all from a single mobile application available on your
agency or personal smartphone.

Image, audio and video files can all be uploaded securely and
seamlessly to CommandCentral Vault where they can be managed
alongside all the rest of your digital evidence.

Advanced Camera Controls
To ensure you can capture evidence clearly, standard camera
controls are available to help adjust for resolution, distance and
lighting.
Metadata Population & Tagging
Metadata like time, date and location is automatically applied to
the file you’ve captured. Tags can also be added to the file after
capture from the app, or later, within CommandCentral Vault.
Flexible, Secure Upload
Evidence can be uploaded to CommandCentral Vault for
management, immediately over cellular once it is captured, or from
a designated Wi-Fi access point. Either way, it is always done
quickly and securely.
Uncompromised Chain of Custody
Chain of custody for evidence is established from the moment of
capture and verifiable all the way through to when it is eventually
accessed or shared from CommandCentral Vault.
Application Isolation
The Capture App and its data are isolated from the rest of the
phone to avoid the need to subpoena the device for it’s evidence.
Evidence is also blocked from being accessed by any other
application.

INVEST FOR TODAY.
PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE.
CommandCentral Vault is the evidence repository for our cloud-based
CommandCentral software platform which breaks down technology
silos so you can better leverage data to make smarter decisions, more
efficiently. Workflow-based applications ensure the right information
is always available to the right people, at the right time, meaning your
analysts have a more in-depth understanding of crime and your realtime operations center has greater situational intelligence to support
the field. This all leads to improved responsiveness and community
safety.
Best of all, deploying applications in the cloud as-a-service means
your data is protected and costs predictable, but also that you’re up
and running at your best. Our expert teams automatically keep you
up-to-date while ensuring the highest levels of performance. And if
you ever need help, we’re available, just like we’ve always been.

For more information about the Capture App, CommandCentral Vault, leveraging the cloud,
and our digital evidence ecosystem, visit motorolasolutions.com/digitalevidence
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